
The fresh appeal of modern battens. Castelation® and Castelation® 
Screenclad, profiles complement contemporary design trends in commercial 

and residential buildings, and are available in various timber species, and 
pre-finished coatings for either internal or external applications. The 
continuous channels and shadowlines achieve a multi-dimensional 

batten look that is efficient and reliable.

CASTELATION® AND
CASTELATION® SCREENCLAD



TIMBER SPECIESTIMBER SPECIES

SPOTTED GUM HARDWOOD [SPG]
Australia’s premium native hardwood with a 
striking appearance and a high degree of 
natural durability and strength, making it an 
ideal timber for a variety of structural, exterior 
and interior applications.

IRON BARK [IB]
Its colour varies from pale to rich reds as well 
as browns. The grain is usually interlocked, 
with a moderately coarse texture. It is extremely 
hardwearing and highly durable.

WESTERN RED CEDAR [WRC]
A versatile timber, it is commonly used for 
applications such as cladding, windows and 
joinery. Renowned for its natural beauty and 
durability. This exceptional wood has rich tones 
ranging from mellow ambers, to reddish 
cinnamons and sienna browns. Its texture is 
uniform and fine-grained, with a satin lustre.

PROFILES AVAILABLE

DESCRIPTION                SIZE

PROFILE SHAPE & CODES

Australian Hardwood Species are 
Group 1, BAL29 Fire Rated
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BLACKBUTT HARDWOOD [BB]
Commonly grown hardwood that has attractive 
colouring from cream to pale brown, 
sometimes with a slight tinge of pink. Its grain 
is usually straight and texture is medium and 
even. Blackbutt is a versatile timber and is used 
for structural, exterior and interior applications.

HEMLOCK [HEM]
A softwood that produces a beautiful pale 
timber with a uniform, attractive grain perfect 
for a wide range of commercial uses from pulp 
and construction to furniture and carving. The 
timber is used in construction but as a 
softwood is not durable and requires treatment 
for external use. Ideal for internal paneling. 
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FINISHES & COATINGS  FINISHES & COATINGS  

INTERNAL & OUT-OF-WEATHER

CUTEK OIL 
COLOURTONES

 EXTERNAL 
(ALL RUN-TO-ORDER)

WESTERN 
RED CEDAR

[Raw] [CS] [Raw] [CS]

HEMLOCK

(WRC, BB & SPG)



Cutek Sela Brown [SBN]

UNCOATED FOR CLIENT TO COAT ON SITE
Raw [RAW] - Western Red Cedar 
(See chart on pages 2-3 for other options)

Raw Timber is a great way option if you wish to 
coat on site, or if you desire a non-stocked coating. 

EXTERNAL OIL COATINGS

INTERNAL (OUT-OF-DIRECT WEATHER APPLICATIONS)
Clear Satin [CS] - Western Red Cedar 
(See chart on pages 2-3 for other options)

Enhance the inherent depth of character 
and colour of Western Red Cedar with a 
clear satin finish.

TWOTONE COLOURS

Mocha TwoTone- Western Red Cedar [MTT]  
(See chart on pages 2-3 for other options)

Sago TwoTone - Western Red Cedar [STT] 
(See chart on pages 2-3 for other options)

Double Black TwoTone - Hemlock [DBTT] Double White TwoTone - Hemlock [DWTT]

Cutek Blackash [BAS]

Cutek New BronzeTone [BZT]

OTHER COLOUR TONES AVAILABLE
UPON REQUEST.
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